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SEQUENCE OF FOLLOW-UP 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

hen patients fail to schedule for necessary treatment, it is important to follow-up with them 

asap. 
When patients do schedule for important treatment, it is a good idea to keep the interest and excitement 
of completing treatment. 
 
Patient engagement is key in both of these situations. 
 
STEP 1:  
Choose 5 – 7 Services you will create videos and an email sequence that will follow (Should the patient 
not call to schedule treatment) to communicate with your patients. 
 

1. When a patient does not schedule: 
a. Create a 60-90 second video which states you are concerned. Speak to the value that will 

motivate your patient to schedule and complete service. Speak to the benefits for your 
patient to complete this service. 
 

 Example: “Gum Treatment” 
 
This video should come from the hygienist who will be seeing the patient or the hygienist who originally 
saw the patient. 
 
Example script. This is only a suggestion. Please put this into your own words: “This is Debbie and I wanted 
to let you know how concerned I am that you did not schedule your gum treatment. During your dental 
appointment we discovered inflammation and infection in your gums. There is a lot of research which tells 
us that inflammation and infection in your mouth, can contribute to other diseases such as diabetes, heart 
attack, stroke, Alzheimer’s and so many other diseases. As a team member at (state your office name) 
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your total health is of primary importance to us! I want you to know that our entire team cares about your 
total health! Please call us today to schedule your gum treatment. See you soon.” 

2. Post-op Instructions 
After gum treatment you may experience a feeling of sore gums. For the next 24 hrs. I suggest that you 
rinse with (any special rinses such as tooth tonic) and you can take Motrin or Advil just as you would if 
you had a headache. If any bleeding of your gums or pain persists, please don’t hesitate to call our office. 
I look forward to seeing you soon. I want you to know that you have made one of the best decisions in 
keeping your gums healthy. Healthy gums will lead to a longer, healthier life.  
 

3. New Patient 
This is Dr. (Say your name), and I want to be the first to personally welcome you to our office. Provide a 
sentence or two about your philosophy, for ex: At World of Smiles Dentistry, we take pride in creating a 
personalized experience in a comfortable environment. We believe in providing total health dentistry 
because a healthy mouth can mean a longer and healthier life for you. Should you have any questions 
please don’t hesitate to contact me personally at: leave your cell #.  
 
Should the NP have a question before coming to the office they can now call you. Some patients will feel 
more comfortable expressing fear of the dental office on a call with the doctor before their 1st appt. 
 

4. Implants 
I noticed that you did not schedule to begin treatment of your implant. Implants are the very best service 
we can provide for tooth loss. This is a dental procedure that will create a new tooth just like your natural 
tooth. We take pride at providing a natural looking replacement for your tooth and it will last the rest of 
your life. When patients choose to not replace a tooth they end up losing other teeth adjacent to the 
tooth they just lost. A missing tooth means you won’t chew your food as easily, teeth shift, tip and end up 
falling out. It is like a domino effect and we hope you will keep all of your teeth for the rest of your life. 
Please call today and we will get you scheduled to avoid more tooth loss. 
 
When a patient accepts treatment………. for some of your high-end services such as Implants, 
crown/bridge, veneers and gum treatment, consider sending a video to congratulate your patient on a 
great decision.  
 
Keep your patients excited.  
 
Let them know what they can expect during and after treatment is complete, etc. 
 

 
What to do when a patient leaves without scheduling for treatment: 
 
When your patient does not accept treatment, text a video message from the clinician who just saw the 
patient. 
 
 Explain your concern for the patient not accepting treatment. Talk about the value of completing the 
treatment and benefits to the patient when they do complete treatment. 
 

 
What to send after the first video sent in a text message and the patient does not call back to schedule? 
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Email Sequence. Send two emails with various types of information. 
 
Try to appeal to all the different personality types and learning styles: Video = Visual. Audio = Video Some 
people learn and make decisions by reading research=send actual research or articles they can read. 
 
Should the patient not schedule the necessary appointment after your text message, you will now send 
an email with something explaining (written/article/research) why this treatment is important, the value 
and benefit of completing this treatment. 
 
For example, if the patient does not schedule for “gum treatment” be sure to now email a piece of 
information about the mouth/body connection.  
 
Give them an article such as: http://time.com/4891340/inflammation-mouth-breast-cancer/ 
 Or: http://www.worldoralhealthday.org/sites/default/files/assets/2018_WOHD-brochure-EN.pdf 
 
Your email message could say:  These are only suggestions. 
(Sent 3-5 days after text message IF patient has not scheduled treatment) 
 
Dear (Patients name is inserted from SolutionReach email),  
 
We are concerned that you have not scheduled your gum treatment.  
 
Our team at ABDental takes pride in total health dentistry.  
 
This means that we treat our patients’ oral health with the intention of creating a healthier body. A 
healthier body will lead to a longer and healthier life. 
 
We thought you may find this information interesting to support our mission of creating a healthier body 
for our patients. 
 
Now you will insert the HYPERLINK (See one of the suggestions above) to read the article to support WHY 
they need to complete this dental service. 
 
The 3rd email message: 
 
Should your patient STILL not schedule, now you need to send an email with a very impactful message. 
This is a more serious message and it creates more urgency. This message should be about why not 
completing this services can be Life-Altering. 
 
For Gum Treatment, I recommend inviting your patients to watch the new NETFLIX movie Root Cause. 
 
Your email could say something like: 
 
Dear Ms. (insert patients name—Automatic when using SolutionReach), I am concerned that you have 
not scheduled to complete your treatment for (List the service). 
 
Patients who (Now discuss what happens when a patient does not complete this service).  
 

http://time.com/4891340/inflammation-mouth-breast-cancer/
http://www.worldoralhealthday.org/sites/default/files/assets/2018_WOHD-brochure-EN.pdf
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For patients who leave with an infection in their tooth or gums, you may want to tell them about Root 
Cause the Netflix movie. 
Now you can add to your email: 
 
I recently watched a movie on Netflix and thought you may find this movie interesting. This movie shares 
scientific knowledge from current doctors. These doctors share the research about infections in our 
mouth and how they are associated with other diseases in our body such as heart attack, stroke, diabetes, 
etc. 
 
Here is a link to watch this on Netflix: https://www.netflix.com/title/81000862 
 
Let me know what you think when you see the movie. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Dr. ABC, DDS 
 

 
 
Steps to send your text message with video: 
 

1. Create your video 60-90 seconds 
2. Upload to your YOUTUBE CHANNEL and SAVE IT as “UNLISTED” NOT Public 
3. Get a free account with bit.ly 
4. Click (copy) on your YOUTUBE video on the “Share” and grab the link to video 
5. Paste this link into the bit.ly box and customize your link 
6. Now open a word document and save to the desktop on a computer the front office team 

member will use. 
7. Write out your text message in this word document and title this so you can come back later 

(over and over) to easy copy/paste and text other patients. For ex: Congrats on scheduling 
your implant! Dr. has a special message for you: Paste the shortened bit.ly link here.  

a. Click to send the text mssg. Before you send the text mssg, Copy and Paste your 
message in the pts record to note that you have texted this video. 

8. Save the word document and add your other links or email messages to copy and paste each 
time you want to text a patient one of your videos. You may want to save your email Mssgs 
in this word document to make it easy to send as well. 

9. Having the word document on your desktop makes is super easy to click and send these 
messages over and over. 

 
What happens when these follow-up messages are sent and the patient still doesn’t schedule? 
 
At some point in the next two months, after your patient has neglected to schedule this important 
treatment, someone needs to call the patient. When the team member calls they will Use the R2R written 
in the patients’ clinical record..  
Express concern and urgency.  
 

https://www.netflix.com/title/81000862
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Ex: “Dr. ABC is concerned because (Now state the R2R reason) there is a (example) hole on the root of the 
pain and worse…. tooth loss. These will cost a lot more money. Doctor would like to see you on Tuesday 
(Date) at (Time) to eliminate further damage, pain and cost.  
Be prepared with a few different financial arrangements to help them pay for this care needed. 

 Until a patient tells you to stop talking about the treatment they need, continue to kindly and 
compassionately share with the patient what they need. Continue to take intra-oral pictures and 
collaborate with the patient showing them what you see making sure they see the hole in the 
mouth/ tooth, etc. 

 Be sure to keep these patients with unscheduled restorative care, on the hygiene schedule and 
have doctor be sure to complete an exam. 

 Hygienists are the most important team member to support enrolling these patients into your 
care. Be the advocate for your patient. 

 
It may take a few hours to set this follow-up sequence but you will create these videos one time 
and send to thousands of patients over the years.  
You may want to freshen up your videos annually. Totally up to you. 
 
After you create a few videos you will feel more confident, you may want to go back and improve 
some of the first videos created. If you are a perfectionist like me you will want to redo some of 
your first videos.  
 
Practice makes perfect! 
 
Last but not least, track your case acceptance. We can help you with tracking this if you need help. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally…………. watch the holes in your schedule disappear and your production grow! 


